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Ramadan Food Traditions
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English translation:
Woman (yellow shirt): The most important thing is that it is a very special month. All the
country works an hour early, and they leave work an hour early. All of the traffic is
overcrowded, because people must arrive at a specific time at home in order to eat.
Transportation systems stop at the time of the break of the fast; here are just a few taxis
running, but, naturally …. In the past, restaurants used to close all through the Ramadan
period, but today, no; the restaurants open for the break of the fast or for the last meal
before daybreak, the suhour1 at night.
Naturally, visits increase during Ramadan, as well as the invitations for the break of the
fast, because people gather together a lot during this month, and it is an opportunity for
relatives to see one another, stay together, and eat at the same time – because, of course,
during normal days everyone is at work and comes back at a specific time, so the whole
family does not eat together. Because, naturally the school finishes at three; the father
may come back from work at five; there is another person that comes back at one … so
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The suhour is the meal Muslims eat before sunrise, before starting their daily fast.

there is no delimited timing, while, during the month of Ramadan, everyone eats at the
same time.
And, by the way, it is very common that Christians invite Muslims to break the fast in
their homes, because they know they are fasting. And a lot of Muslims invite Christians
into their homes for the break of the fast, so that they can eat with them one day of the
break of the fast. These things always happen.
Woman voice: Apart from the Qamar al din,2 is there anything specific you must eat?
Woman (yellow shirt): Yes … we must have a warm soup during the break of the fast.
This is very important. There is also the khoshaf … there is a dish called the khoshaf, in
which there are dried fruits that are macerated in water and sugar, like dried plums, dried
apricots … and we put in nuts and dates. Also, there are a lot of people who eat fresh
dates with milk. They put milk with dates and sugar, and its taste is very good! And a lot
of people break their fast with dessert dates,3 they call it tamr, and they say that the
Prophet, Peace Be upon Him, always used to break his fast with tamr. And when you are
in the street, and the time of the break of the fast comes, some people are present to
distribute dates, or dessert dates, to the people who are present … and the cannon was
fired, and they still haven’t had the time to go home so that they can break their fast. So,
you find when you are waiting at a red light, that he puts a bag in your car with dessert
dates or two dates. Naturally, they are dried dates, not fresh dates -- not the dates that are
fruits, but dates that are dried, like dried apricots and dried plums. So this is also part of
the beautiful dishes that are eaten a lot.
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Literally means the moon of religion. It is a drink made of apricot paste popular during the month of
Ramadan.
3
The “tamr” are dates that are made as desserts, dates in caramel, or dates with chocolates, or dates with
almonds for example.

